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INTRODUCTION
People who want to get physically fit don’t just work on
their biceps. They give attention to all their muscles.
Likewise, those teachers who want to help students
become better thinkers provide a program that awakens
and strengthens the whole brain. This means planning a
classroom with many interesting activities requiring students to exercise the full range of creative and critical
thinking skills—brainstorming, categorising, hypothesising and so on.
Unfortunately, given the chock-full school day, there
isn’t a lot of time for providing a separate thinking skills
program. And every savvy teacher understands that
thinking activities practised in isolation have little carryover into the curriculum or real-world situations. TENMINUTE THINKING TIE-INS is designed to help you
solve these problems.
In the following pages, you will find more than sixty
quick, manageable activities that provide practice in over
two dozen fundamental thinking skills ranging from
analysing to visualising. These are the cognitive processes used by writers, scientists, artists, inventors,
mathematicians, engineers, historians, teachers and
other smart people. (See the Resource section at the
back of this book for a annotated list of the thinking
skills.)
CONTENT AREA CONNECTIONS
Each activity relates to one or more content areas and
can be integrated into your lesson plans. Along the way,
students will develop such key skills as reading, writing,
experimenting, observing and drawing. As a bonus, the
majority of the activities stress cooperative learning,
which means that speaking and listening skills also get
sharpened.
USING THIS BOOK
Learning to think is a nonlinear experience. Therefore,
when choosing the activities that fit your needs, you may
find yourself skipping from one part of the book to
another.
The activities in this book are organised alphabetically
rather than by thinking skill. This is because most of the
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activities simultaneously exercise several skills. For
example, the activity “Fixing Directions” involves students in analysing, sequencing and troubleshooting.
If you want to put together a series of activities that
zero in on one area of thinking, you can do that by consulting the index. There, you will find activities listed by
type. For example, thirteen activities are listed under
“Analysing”.
RESOURCES
Most of the activities require no outside materials.
Many of them are accompanied by a page of starter
ideas.
At the back of the book, you’ll find several bonus
resources including a list of read-aloud books useful for
introducing specific concepts. There’s also a set of suggestions for nurturing one of the most important of all
the thinking skills: inventing.
BEYOND TEN MINUTES
If you want to invest more than ten minutes a day
encouraging students to think, try the extension projects
that accompany the activities. These follow-up activities
can be adapted for whole-class work or for independent
learning. They could even be sent home to involve parents in the development of their children’s minds. (Now
that’s something to think about!)
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ALIKE AND DIFFERENT
Careful thinkers spend much of their time comparing
and contrasting pairs of things.
DIRECTIONS:
1. Pick a pair of things or processes that are related in
two or more ways that students know about. Examples
include city/country, fiction/nonfiction or addition/
subtraction. (See the next page for more pairs.)
2. Students, working alone or in small groups, think of
ways the items are alike and different, listing as many
as they can. (A simple grid can make the brainstorming
easier.)
3. Have students pick—and then share—what they think
is the most important similarity and dissimilarity.
EXTENSION:
Students give alike and different reports based on
research. Possible items to compare and contrast are
two cities, two kinds of vegetables, two famous leaders,
two animals (lions/tigers), two heavenly bodies (moon
sun) or two similar historical events (the European discovery of Tasmania and European discovery of Australia). Another option: alike and different autobiographies
done by pairs of students.
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Things to Compare and Contrast
addition/subtraction

egg/lemon

adult/child

electrical cord/hose

air/water

fingers/toes

aeroplane/bird

floor/ceiling

aeroplane/boat

foot/hand

apple/banana

fork/spoon

automobile/motorcycle

globe/map

b (sound)/p (sound)

glove/sock

basketball (object) /football (object)

hammer/screwdriver

bath/shower

hand/foot

bike/skateboard

hat/roof

boat/car

hearing/seeing

book/magazine

lake/river

book/teacher

letter/telephone call

boot/shoe

lipstick/perfume

button/zipper

magazine/newspaper

camera/eye

moon/sun

cat/dog

pen/pencil

chair/sofa

play/movie

circle/square

radio /television

country/state or territory

rain/snow

crying/laughter

river/street

door/mouth

student/teacher

door/window

talking/writing

drawing/photograph

water/milk

ear/eye

yesterday/tomorrow
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ALPHABET DESIGNS
Poets, puzzle makers and advertising people all use
visual thinking to surprise and delight their audiences.
The activity, which provides practice defining concepts,
may make students more aware of the use of creative
lettering on posters, book covers and other print media.
DIRECTIONS:
1. Demonstrate how lettering can reinforce the meaning
of a word or phrase, for example:
D
O
W
N
2. Challenge students to creatively letter a variety of
words with visual potential, such as curve, slant or
steps. (See the next page for more examples.)
3. Have students share the words on the board.
EXTENSION:
Teach students to create letter riddles known as
wordles. In a wordle, word placement aims to convey a
familiar phrase. Here’s an example:
don’t step
the line

or

don’t step
________

This wordle represents the phrase “Don’t step over the
line”. (Phrases that are relatively easy to translate into
wordles appear on the next page.)
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